Bread & Butter
Bread and butter,
Marmalade and jam,
Let's say (hello/goodbye)
As slow as we can!
...as fast as we can!
...as quiet as we can!
...as loud as we can!

If You Want to be a Monkey
If you want to be a monkey, jump up high
If you want to be a monkey, jump up high,
If you want to be a monkey,
if you want to be a monkey,
If you want to be a monkey, jump up high!
...parrot, flap your wings
...lion, roar out loud

When Lions Get Up in the Morning
When lions get up in the morning,
they always say hello
When lions get up in the morning,
they always say hello,
And what do they say? ROAR!
And that is what they say.
(Snakes - Hiss) (Seals - Arp)

A Hippopotamus
A hip, a hip, a hippopotamus
Got on, got on, got on a city bus
And all the people
On the bus
Said "mooooove over, you're squishing us!"

5 Elephants in the Bathtub
5 elephants in the bathtub,
Going for a swim,
Knock knock, splash splash,
Come on in!
(4, 3, 2, 1)
...they all fell in!

Books We Shared

The Seals on the Bus
Zoo Ah-choo
Monkey and Me
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